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A brief history of Smart Urbanism… 

Part 1: The Corporate Smart City



A brief history of Smart Urbanism… 

Part 2: Critique and Reorientation



A brief history of Smart Urbanism… 

Part 3: Towards Citizen-Centric and Open



Variegated
Smart Urbanism

Experimentation
but lack of
delivery

Technology
after all 

Where are

we today? 

And…a few
persistent 
problems 



Citizen-centric and 
inclusive, but for whom?1. 



Lack of
access/representation 

Mechanisms for 
participation

Terms of inclusion, in 
what is one included?



Greenwich
Expert-driven

Principle but no clear

established

mechanisms for 

citizen-participation

Inequality reframed

as problem of digital 

exclusion/digital 

divide

More technology and 

skills seen as the 

solution.   

Borough characterized

by inequality and low-

skills economy

Inclusive and citizen-

centric: ”aimed to 

benefit all citizens”

Also an economic

development model, 

aspiring to make 

Greenwich into a Smart 

City tech hub

Published in 2015

First London 

Borough Smart 

City Strategy 



Smart is Always 
6-12 Months Away2. 



Smart is a Process, not 
an Object. 

The Age of Smart 
Urbanism is also
The Age of Upgrades

Uneven 

Development

Obsolescence



Survival
Poor Livability, 
Workability and 
Sustainability

Basic
Limited Linkages 

Advanced
Smart Components 

Smart 
High Livability, 

Workability and 
Sustainability

Smart Cities Maturity Journey

• Minimal Urban 
Infrastructure

• Mismatch of demand & 
supply of amenities

• Low business activity & job
opporunities

• Substandard transportation, 
healthcare & education
facilities

• No ICT deployed

• Improved Infrastructure but
low technological evolution 

• Road & rail connectivity
within a city and 
surrounding areas 

• Availability of primary & 
secondary education
centers 

• Availablity of hospitals with
basic facilities

• Workable environment
• ICT planned or piloted

• Infrastructure geard
towards economic growth
and productivity

• Mass Transit, rail and sea
connectivity

• Enhanced Natural Disaster
risk management 

• Advanced Education, 
Research and Healthcare 
Facilities

• Improved workability, 
livability and sustainability

• ICT deployed

• Advanced urban 
infrastructure

• Total network connectivity
i.e. IoT

• Automated & mobile access 
to facilities such as 
education centers, power
stations etc. 

• Fully connected transport 
• Concentration on Eco 

Living, Elderly Care, Safe
Environment 

• ICT fully deployed and 
scalabile

Proactive StageDeveloping StageReactive Stage

Adopted from PwC 2016 

Even

Smarter

City

X.XX



2013 2016 2018

Smart London Plans



Delivering Smartness –
Scalability vs. Diversity3. 



Scalabiltiy as delivery
vehicle. 

But what kind of smart 
does it deliver?   

And where? 

“One city is not a market, not 

even London is a market. In the 

digital domain you have to 

create markets that span across 

as many cities as possible... to 

get the efficiency of scale. And 

currently that is not the case, 

because cities governance 

models are too different, their 

processes are too different, and 

data and APIs [application 

programming interfaces] are too 

different.” – CTO, Future Cities 

Catapult, 2017 
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Thank you!


